NovaJack Skidding Cone
Operation Manual

SKIDDING CONE
NS-702302
Skid logs safely with your ATV !
The NovaJack skidding cone will prevent logs from being stopped by roots,
stumps or residual trees. It also protects your valuable trees along the path
from being damaged.
Operator safety is enhanced, as the cone prevents sudden stops caused by
logs getting caught in an obstacle.
Made of high-performance polymer plastic, the skidding cone is strong, yet
flexible. It’s 20" opening lets you haul large logs or bunches of smaller logs.
Use the skidding cone to skid logs directly behind your ATV with the pulling
plate, or bring logs to the trail using a corner block and Kevlar™ rope (see
Skidding cone kit). It also works very well with the Capstan Winch. Use it
year round, down to temperatures of -30°C (-22°F).
Material : Polymer
Weight : 11 lb (5 kg)
Opening size : 20" (51 cm)
Height : 26.5" (67 cm)
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1. Install the corner block on a solid tree
using the polyester sling. The pulley of
the corner block must face the tree.

4. Set the automatic tripper on the
towing rope.
Depending on the distance your corner
block anchor tree is from the trail, set
the automatic tripper at the appropriate
distance from the end of the rope by
turning the chain link 1/2 turn on the
rope and then insert it into the metal
cartridge. You will need to experiment
to assess the right distance.

2. Install the chain-choker around the
log.

3. Thread the chain-choker through the
opening of the skidding cone and
position the cone on the top of the log to
be skidded.

When the automatic tripper reaches the
corner block, the tow rope is
automatically released from the block
permitting non-stop skidding from the
forest to the roadside.

5. Hook the tow rope on the corner
block. Attach the pulling plate on the
ATV hitch and attach the cable to the
plate with the clove hitch.
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6. Start driving along the trail and watch
the log come out of the woods.
When the automatic tripper hits the
corner block, the tow rope is released
from the block. No need to stop and
manually remove it !

7. From start to finish without getting off
your ATV... the way skidding was meant
to be !
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